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No. 1 

At lunch time. 

At the library. 

It is science. 
It’s on page ten. 
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No. 2 

It’s at nine tomorrow morning. 

It was yesterday morning. 

It will be this morning. 

It was at nine this morning. 
 
No. 3 

My number is 55-6682. 

I have a phone number. 

I said, “Please call me.” 

My phone is in your bag. 
 
 

No. 1 No. 3  
 

 
No. 1  

Jim’s grandmother. 

Jim’s parents. 

Jim. 

Danny. 
 
No. 2  

In March. 

One week. 

Three times. 

Last week. 
 
No. 3  

Postcards. 

Cookies. 

Pictures. 

Chocolates. 
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February 16 

Dear Susan, 

 

How are you doing? I hope you are doing well. Thank you (  A  ) telling me 

about your school. There are many differences between your school life and 

mine. So, I’d like to tell you about Shirayuri Gakuen High School. 

    Our school is very big. We have two gyms and a sports field. We do not have 

a swimming pool, but we have four tennis courts. There is a forest behind the 

gym. We call it “Shirayuri Forest.” We can see foxes, squirrels, and many kinds 

of birds in the forest. 

     School starts at 8:35. We sing a hymn and say prayers every morning.  

We have six classes a day. Each class is 50 minutes long. I like English the 

best. 

Tokyo Olympics (      )(      )(      ) in summer, 2020. I’m sure many 

people from other countries will visit Japan to watch the games.  

I ( have / time / those people / a / want / to / great ) in Japan. I want to help 

them (  B  ) speaking English. So, I study hard every day. 

     I am a member of the soccer team. I love playing soccer. I started 

practicing last April. My soccer coach is strict, but he is very kind to us. I really 

enjoy practicing with my teammates after school. 

     The biggest event of the school year is Shirayuri Festival. Our class sold 

popcorn. The day before the festival, we stayed at school until late in the 

evening to get everything ready. 

     What do you think (  C  ) my school life? I’m (      )(      )(      ) 

your reply. 

 

Best wishes, 

 Yuri Yamate 
 

( ) fox  squirrel  say prayers  coach  

strict  reply  
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(      )  

Your school life is (      )(      ) mine. 

 

 

 

2020  

(      )  

 

(      )  

 

(      )  

 

 

(  A  ) (  C  )  

      [  by  /  of  /  for  ] 

 

 

(1) Who wrote this letter? [ ] 

(2) What is Yuri’s favorite subject?  

(3) How long has Yuri practiced soccer? 
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Choosing clothes in the morning is sometimes difficult. We often worry 

what other people will think about the clothes we wear. This is because there is 

a science behind choosing clothes. 

Scientists Adam Galinsky and Hajo Adams did an experiment and found 

( )that clothes affect how well people do their jobs. In their experiment, they 

asked a group of people to take a test which measured their ability to pay 

attention. Some people in the group wore lab coats ( )that scientists or doctors 

wear. Others wore their normal clothes. At the end of the experiment, the 

people (wear) the lab coats did better on the test than the people in normal 

clothes. 

Galinsky and Adams noticed that the people in lab coats were more careful 

and confident during the test. (  )(  ), those people behaved like 

scientists or doctors. Galinsky and Adams believe that ( who / change / 

people / wear / “symbolic” clothes ) their behavior and way of thinking. 

A lab coat cannot make a person a doctor. However, the experiment 

showed that symbolic clothes are powerful. The most important thing is to 

choose clothes that make us confident. 
 
 
( ) clothes      affect~  themselves  

experiment     a group of~         

ability to pay attention  lab coat  normal  

 at the end of~       notice  confident 

 behave    symbolic   behavior    

powerful  
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 ( )  

   (    ) is sometimes (    )(    )(    ) clothes in the morning. 

  

 ( ) ( ) that  

 

   The book that he wrote last year was good. 

   She doesn’t like science that much. 

   I’ve always wanted to buy that coat. 

   Did you hear that it will snow tomorrow? 

 

 (wear)  

 

 ( )  

 

 Galinsky Adams  

( )  
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(Quebec Winter Carnival)

 
 

Winters in the city of Quebec, Canada, are very cold. There is ice and snow 
all over the city. The days are short and the nights are long. It doesn’t seem like 
much fun, does it? But the city looks beautiful when it snows. For the people of 
Quebec, it’s the perfect time to celebrate, so they have a big party.  
The Quebec Winter Carnival is the largest winter festival in the world. It lasts 
for three weeks. 
     There are lots of things to do at Winter Carnival. You can walk around  
the city and see beautiful stone buildings and churches. You can watch dogsled 
races through the narrow streets. There are also canoe races on the wide  
Saint Lawrence River. If you get cold, you can go to one of Quebec’s excellent 
restaurants and have a delicious meal. 
     Outside the city, you can go skiing or skating. Or, you can try to climb  
a wall of ice. You can even drive a dogsled yourself. At night, you can watch 
fireworks.  

Then, you can go to sleep in a hotel made of ice. Yes, it’s true! Outside  
the city, there is a hotel completely made of ice and snow. The Ice Hotel opens in 
January and stays open for three months. The ice walls are several feet thick. 
There is a bar inside the hotel with tables and chairs made of ice. If you order 
something to drink, you will get it in a glass made of ice.  
     Perhaps you are wondering about the beds in this hotel. The beds are all 
made of ice, too. They have deerskins on top. The rooms are only about -5 , so 
the hotel gives each guest a warm sleeping bag.  
     Maybe you’d like to stay at the Ice Hotel. Hundreds of guests stay there 
each year, but only for one night. Maybe you will stay at a regular hotel,  
with nice warm beds. The choice is yours. Beautiful Quebec has something  
for everyone during Winter Carnival. 

 

( ) celebrate   dogsled narrow      canoe   
 wide    Saint Lawrence River  
 excellent   climb      wall     completely  
  several    feet   thick  
 bar        order   glass   

 deerskin      top  guest   sleeping bag   
regular   
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1 4 a d  
 

 
1.  In winter in Quebec, the nights are   

a  longer than the days. 
b  shorter than the days. 
c  more beautiful than the days. 
d  more fun than the nights. 

2.  At Winter Carnival, you can  
a  see beautiful stone buildings on a dogsled. 
b  see dogsled races.  
c  have a delicious meal when you catch a cold. 
d  have a chance to get in a canoe on the river. 

3.  Outside the city of Quebec,  
a  you can climb a mountain. 
b  you can play with fireworks. 
c  you can find a hotel made of ice. 
d  you can try to build an ice wall. 

 4.  In the Ice Hotel, 
a  there are beds made of deerskin. 
b  there are chairs made of glass. 
c  you need a sleeping bag on a bed. 
d  you can enjoy drinks in a warm place. 

 
Quebec Winter Carnival

(   ) (  )
( ) ( ) 

 
Hello, everyone. Yesterday, I read about the Quebec Winter Carnival and  

I really want to go there! Why do I really want to go there? I’m going to tell you. 
     Winter in Quebec is very cold, but the city is very (    ) because of the 
snow. The Winter Carnival they have every year is the (    ) one in the world 
and it lasts for (    ). 
     During the carnival, you can do lots of fun things. For example, you can 
watch (    ) on the streets and (    ) on the river. However, the thing I 
really want to do is to drive a (    ) myself! Sounds exciting, doesn’t it?  
    One thing I don’t want to do is to stay at the Ice Hotel. Many people usually 
stay there for only one night. I think it’s because the rooms are very (    ). 
They are about -5 ! I don’t think I can enjoy staying there. Anyway, if you are 
interested in the Quebec Winter Carnival, please check the website and read  
more about it. 
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A B C

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

4 5 6

7

  (                 ) is sometimes (                    )(                    )(                    ) clothes
 in the morning.

No. 3No. 1

No. 1

No. 2

No. 2

No. 3No. 1

No. 3

No. 2

  Your school life is (                    )(                    ) mine.

Tokyo Olympics (                 )(                 )(                 ) in summer, 2020.

  I                                                                                                               in Japan.

 I'm (                    )(                    )(                    ) your reply.

 Galinsky and Adams believe that
 their behavior and way of thinking.



A B C

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

4 5 6

7

three weeks

dogsled races canoe races

cold

a b c c

fact

dogsled

of Yuri Yamate did.

No.3

  Your school life is (  different   )(  from  ) mine.

  How many classes do you have a day?

beautiful largest / biggest

wearing In

No.1

No.1

No.2

No.2

No.3No.1

No.3

It's English.  (She practiced it ) For (about) ten months.
                              Since last April.

No.2

Tokyo Olympics (  will   )(  be  )(  held  ) in summer, 2020.

  I      want those people to have a great time               in Japan.

 I'm (  looking   )(  forward  )(     to    ) your reply.

 Galinsky and Adams believe that   people who wear "symbolic clothes" change
 their behavior and way of thinking.

The most wonderful thing we can do is to make people happy.

  (      It       ) is sometimes (  difficult   )(  to   )(  choose  ) clothes
 in the morning.

for by


